
Michał Noga
Front-end Developer

My first contact with front-end development was way back in 2009, when I created an official website for 
the school I was in. After that, I made an official website for my high school. I was proud of my work but 
wasn't sure if I could make a living out of coding. After I received a master's degree at a university, I 
decided to go back to IT, and since early 2019, I have worked as a full-time front-end developer.

You can reach me by:

My website: 
m-noga.com

Email: 
m.noga@email.com

Linkedin: 
linkedin.com/in/nogamichal

Phone: 
+48 799 293 154

MY SKILLS
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MY JOURNEY

Most of the time I use:

SPA PWA RWD pixel-perfect websites Design systems

I know how to make:

Component libraries npm packages

browser extensions cross-platform apps

jQuery Ajax PHP Laravel Gulp Firebase GraphQl Wordpress Prestashop

I used to work with (on a basic level):

Webpack

LambdaTest

BEM Storybook

Jira

REST API Docker

Adobe XD Linux Windows Mac OS Scrum

Agile

Material UI styled-components Bootstrap

Pinia Adobe Photoshop

Nuxt.js

yarn

Async Storage

I know how to use:

nvm

i18n GitLab CI/CD

HTML CSS JavaScript Jest

Redux ToolkitViteHusky ESLint Prettier npm git GitHub GitLab Figma

React NativeSASS/Scss TypeScript React Vue 2 & 3 Cypress

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Software Developer specializing in Front-end
BIT Michał Noga / 03.2022 - Currently

Nowadays, most of what I do is web applications, user and admin panels, and design systems. 
I still create designs and all sorts of websites. Part of my time is dedicated to mentoring less 
experienced developers I've met along the way. In my spare time, I create cross-platform applications.
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Polish (Native), 
English (B2 / C1), 
Germany (A1) 
 
Studied at University of Lodz. 
Completed in 2018 with a master degree in administration.

LANGUAGES & EDUCATION
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Front-end Developer & Designer
Dianet / 06.2019 – 05.2020

In Dianet, I was responsible mostly for coding pixel-perfect websites and creating graphics, logotypes, 
and web designs. Part of my job was setting up WordPress websites and editing them using HTML, 
CSS, Scss, jQuery, and the basics of PHP, Laravel, Bootstrap, and Ajax. I was also heavily involved in the 
recruitment process for junior developers and designers.

Internship: Template creator & Graphic designer
Katamaran / 08.2017 – 10.2017

During my time as an intern, I was responsible for creating HTML and CSS templates for auctions and 
preparing graphics for marketing purposes.

Front-end Developer & Web Designer
WeMakeIt / 10.2020 – 02.2021

During my time working with WeMakeIt, I successfully helped launch this marketing agency and 
created multiple diversified websites for clients from the automotive, cosmetology, and ecology 
industries among the others.

Front-end Developer i Web Designer
Freelancer / 03.2021 – 02.2022

During my time as an independent contractor, I cooperated with my previous companies and widened 
my base clients by learning new technologies and frameworks. I was mentoring, creating websites and 
serving as a tech support at this time.
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